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“….Faculty members at IFBI are well experienced; I got the practical knowledge of
the banking industry before joining the bank. Role plays & Video session has really
helped us in shaping our future.
I am proud to be IFBIan……. Thanks a lot to IFBI.”
Ranjith Kumar Modem-PGDBO
Deputy Manager- Axis Bank
IFBI Chennai

“…..IFBI faculty helped me to secure my goals which I had cherished when I have joined
IFBI.IFBI provided us the theoretical and practical knowledge on the course which helped
me to improve my interpersonal skills and confidence in me.
Special thanks to Mr. Dilip Dongre sir our faculty at Mumbai….”
Pramod Kumar Mandal-PGDBO
Senior Officer- ICICI Bank
IFBI Mumbai

“……after joining IFBI my dream to become a perfect banker realized. The training
material & the faculty members were amazing; I think IFBI has best Faculty .In simple
words we can say that IFBI creates bankers in 3 months from a student. IFBI is a training
institute with all Senior and Experienced Bankers and faculty members….”
Jyoti Prakash Mohapatra-PGDBO
HDFC Bank-Branch Backup Manager
IFBI-Kolkata

Swastik Ganguly-PGDBO
Assistant Manager
Prudential Process Management
Service India Pvt. Ltd
IFBI-Kolkata

“…….It was a great experience @ IFBI and the faculty members were very
knowledgeable. The insight about Banking Domain/Financial Environment is still helpful in
my current business scenario. Am really thankful for the foundation I have received. IFBI
gave me a gateway to Financial Industry through ICICI Bank and helped in shaping my
future.
I would definitely like to thank IFBI for giving me the opportunity in Financial Sector. I
consider IFBI as the platform for my career progression. …..”

“…..Faculty members were really experienced & Knowledgeable.
The real bankers are making the real bankers. As a student I enjoyed every movement
& learned from the mentors. IFBI is easiest way to get entry into banking industry & make a
great career.
Rahul Daga-PGDBO
Deputy Manager-HDFC Bank
IFBI-Pune

IFBI is delivering smart bankers to Indian banking industry.
All the best IFBI….”
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Mukesh Kumar Panda-PGDBO
Assistant Manager- Axis Bank
IFBI Bhubneshwar

“…….IFBI is a very good institute which gives the best placement in the Banking Sector
IFBI is the base of the banking career where we can learn about the banking sector, which
is a very vast subject. The knowledge which we got in IFBI will act as a ladder to claim high
in banking profession.
We are the followers of our faculty members who have really molded us to a true
banking professional, without their help I could not have achieved such an achievement
within a short period of time….”

“……….I has too much to say.....In IFBI, all students will call ‘our faculties’ but I will
address them as ‘my faculties’ since they taught me as their own child. They are the ones
who initiated my career in BANKING industry...thanks to my all Faculties...special thanks to
Ganesan sir and Sujatha mam, The learning that I had from IFBI was totally different.
Thank you IFBI….”
R Rinold Miranda-PGDBO
Assistant Manager- IndusInd Bank
IFBI Hyderabad

“……. I just want to say that whatever we are performing today is just because of faculty
member’s guidance, the knowledge which they have delivered and the experiences
which they have shared in a very interactive manner. My special thanks IFBI BBSR
team.
IFBI taught us the basics that we require in day to day banking, which helps me to
contribute in the branch operations from the day 1. IFBI is a platform for those talented
fresher’s those who want to make their career in the banking and finance sector….”
Satender Rohal-PGDBO
Branch Service Partner- Yes Bank
IFBI Bhubneshwar

Rupesh Ranjan-PGDBO
Backup Branch ManagerHDFC Bank
IFBI Delhi

“….I learnt a lot about basic banking as well as practical banking @ IFBI. Especially, I am
very thankful to my faculty members and mentors. They had abundance of experience
in banking industry & showed me the way to achieve my career very successfully. Today,
(after IFBI) it’s been more than 4 years in banking & I can say proudly" I AM AN IFBIian..."
Thanks IFBI for all.....”

“……I have received merit appreciation from Zonal Head, Thanks to Rajni Mam for the
guidance and valuable support to achieve this great job in initial phase of my career, I
have learned everything about banking from her….”

Midhun S-PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI –Cochin
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Amit Kumar Singh-PGDBFS
Phone Banking Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Pune

“….I loved every moment spent @ IFBI since it inspired me and I would like to share that
any person who is willing to start career in BFSI sector must come to IFBI. They enhance
your overall personality as a person.
I have studied in many institutions, but I’ve never found any faculty like Murti sir because
his way of teaching is completely different and easy to understand. Amitabh sir has
changed my way of thinking and how to behave or react in any situation. He is really a very
practical person and taught us practical things about life….”

“…IFBI is a place where I had come with a dream to join a Private Sector Bank. I got my
first job in AXIS BANK as an Assistant Manager. I am very thankful to Mr. R.K Banerjee
Sir, a dynamic faculty for being my Mentor and Trainer who provided me the in-depth
knowledge of BFSI. I also thank Ms. Pinki for making my dream come true…
Prem Prakash Singh- PGDBFS
Asst. Manager- Axis Bank
IFBI Patna

Avishek Pattanayek- CBFS
Officer- ING Vysa Bank
IFBI Bangalore

“...My aspiration to join IFBI was to make a beautiful career in the banking Industry which
was fulfilled. The Faculty members were very cooperative, had good command over
language & subject. Their experience helps us in understanding the concepts. Now I am
enjoying my life in one of the best bank in India , Thank you IFBI.....”

“...IFBI has given me a platform to start my career in banking sector. IFBI’s faculty has
good knowledge and experience about banking; They groomed the students very well.
Good institute for fresher who wants to make a career in banking.......”
Manuel D’Costa-PGDBO
Officer –ICICI Bank
IFBI Mysore

“....IFBI is one of the best institutes in India for someone looking for a career in Banking
and Financial Services. I had my chance of interacting with some very experienced
faculty members. They have given us lots of inspiration and I have learnt so many
good things from them, I really admire their teaching style and skills, always ready to bring
the best out of every students.
Kavita Yadav-PGDBO
Officer –ICICI Bank
IFBI Mumbai

SK.Azharuddin Chishti- PGDBFS
Junior officer- City Union Bank
IFBI Delhi

Lastly, I really want to thank IFBI for making me a good professional ....”

“...IFBI faculty guided me to learn about banking from the scratch. The learning and
experience certainly helped me to come in my current job .I must appreciate IFBI not only
for providing quality study material but also for providing wonderful faculties with wide
knowledge in banking, who shared a lot of real life experiences to help us understand
the subjects better.
I specially thank all my faculty members for their support and guidance throughout my
stay at IFBI...”
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“.....It was awesome studying @ IFBI. The curriculum and the Faculty members at IFBI
are the best I have ever come across in my entire life.
Maghizhan V- HDBFS
State Bank of India-PO
IFBI Hyderabad

It was the best thing that has happened in my life. Thanks IFBI. ...”

“....Joining IFBI was an important milestone in my professional career. The faculty & staff
members were extremely knowledgeable & supportive. The faculty members have
extensive industry exposure. The learning at IFBI was as good as “On Job” training.
Words are not enough to convey my thanks to IFBI and all the staff members who are
making it possible and they surely see that no stone is left unturned.
Anil Kumar Varma-PGDBO
Branch Operation Manager
IFBI Kolkata

Archana Tomar-PGDBO
Assistant Manager-HDFC Bank
IFBI Ahemdabad

Wishing IFBI – BEST OF LUCK....”

“....At IFBI, I learnt excellent things about Banking industry. I wish my entire mentors and
all in IFBI. Without their inputs, I couldn’t have reached this success. Specials Kudos to
team who taught all about Trade and Forex. The leaning that I had from IFBI, shaped me
to put all my efforts in audit and helped me to reach this position easily. All credit goes to
IFBI.....”

